to all of us,

I mentioned in a previous message that we will have a regular in class final review for each section next Wednesday (section 4) and Thursday (sections 1 and 5). Elizabeth will conduct an after hours Supplemental Instruction final exam review as well (room assignment pending). I talked to Jingtao and he is going to talk to Kevin and work out an approach for section 5. I talked to both Sherry and Ryan and they will agree on an approach for section 4. I did not have a chance to talk to Georgi and Michael, but they too should get together and take care of the section 1 review. Donna is out of the office today. But on Monday all the final exam chapter quizzes will be reactivated. Also remember the MC questions you asked, currently posted or archived. Both you and the students have therefore access to a common pool of questions and answers. Similar questions, but not necessarily identical questions, will be on the final. In your presentations take a sample of about 30 questions. Time permitting, work them out, in detail in class, using prepared handouts or other means for this purpose. We are working with a new text so no previous finals can be used as a substitute for the above approach. Also read the additional messages posted in the message box. If you have any questions let me know,

thanks,

Ike

PS: no Friday class for section 4.